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Pursue convenience for customers
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 indicate pages with 
 relevant content. 
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The value that Showa Denki provides to customers takes the form of 
customer convenience with products that make a task easier, play a useful 
role, or increase expedience. The specific mechanisms by which we 
implement that value include product groups with a high level of safety and 
optimal design; fast delivery and small-lot, multiple-model production 

capability; the ability to respond quickly to inquiries; and a willingness to 
enter into ongoing partnerships with customers. We have created a value 
creation narrative that puts these mechanisms into practice. We also believe 
that it is important to be knowledgeable about customers in order to more 
effectively pursue our goal of convenience.

Processes for Value Creation
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Basic research into airflow and rotators

�Employees 
responsible for design

�Employees 
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manufacturing

�Employees 
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development

�Employees 
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Showa Denki uses the following business models to create customer value.
Showa Denki creates customer value through enhancement of productivity 
and customer satisfaction, utilizing our basic intellectual assets (i.e., 
technologies, R&D abilities, leadership of management, collaboration with 
partner companies, and sound finance), and leveraging specialized activities 

in each department. The sales department responds speedily and 
appropriately to questions from customers; the design and development 
department identifies customers’ needs and designs special-order products to 
meet them; and the production department undertakes ongoing process 
improvements through innovation.

Business Models


